This article explores the historic-geographic evolution of contemporary craft production, with sensitivity to materiality of labor process, product design, and accompanying place mythologies. Craft productionincreasingly interpolated as a form of creative work-is shaped by concerns about retrieving archaic tools and ways of making things, celebrating provenance and the haptic skills of makers, and delivering (and marketing) manual labor process. In contrast to evolutionary economic geography's seeming immateriality and abstraction, attention is drawn to material aspects of place and path dependence that undergird geographies of new craft industries: how labor process evolves, in iteration with technical lock-ins that stem from production method, product design, and capacities of component materials, but also how legacies of mass manufacturing linger in putatively authentic places-shaping new geographic concentrations. An especially vivid case is explored: a cluster of cowboy bootmaking workshops in El Paso, Texas. Bootmaking has metamorphosed from artisanal to factory to a craft-based creative mode of production. Crucial were continuity in product design and evolution of labor process. So, too, was geography: an iconic borderland city location with historic legacies of labor intensive mass manufacturing; migrant workers with requisite embodied skills; antique tools; and significant stocks of leather, the core input material that must be seen, felt, and smelt by makers before fabrication. I argue for a grounded, critical evolutionary economic geography that requires stronger intersection with labor process, with the cultural logics infusing capitalism, and with greater recognition of material inheritances that are reconfigured in place over successive generations. 
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Introduction
This article seeks to foreground materiality and its historical evolution in analysis of contemporary craft production. Craft production has garnered renewed interest. In popular discourse craft is linked to the rise of "maker" scenes within western cities previously thought to have eviscerated manufacturing legacies (Causey 2014) . Within academic research, craft has been analyzed as a new form of (precarious) creative work (Banks 2010; Thomas et al 2013; Luckman 2015) , linked to an economy of "authentic" sign value within "cultural capitalism" (Goldman and Miller 2013) . However, what sets craft production apart from many present understandings of creative industries, premised on innovation, is that a source of distinction is the use of "old" production techniques and materials, and slowly accrued haptic skills -referring to those "hand" tasks that emphasize touch and feel -of manual workers. A deeper sense of history lurks in craft production, seldom brought to the surface (Luckman 2012) . In this article I countenance the potential for evolutionary economic geography approaches to enable exposition of such embedded histories that give rise to "new" craft industries in specific urban and regional sites. The emergence of contemporary craft production is place-and path-dependent. The geography of "new" craft industries is shaped by how the logics of cultural capitalism (mythologizing "authenticity") intersect with material legacies from both artisanal and mass manufacturing eras.
The focus on craft also compels consideration of acts of making physical objects (Carr and Gibson 2015) . This article accordingly seeks to bring an evolutionary perspective into closer dialogue with analysis of labor process and accompanying materialities. To understand emergent, craft-based forms of production requires a focus on place-and path-dependent histories and materialities of labor process (cf. Frances 1993; Gough 2003) , with that in turn shaped by political economies of workplace organization and production method, the stability of product design, and affordances of necessary input materials (Hatch 2013) . Notwithstanding entanglements with seemingly immaterial knowledge and financial flows, and information technologies, such craft and maker scenes rely upon material elements: they nest in particular urban or regional spaces (with built landscape features and visceral memories of industrial heritage), extract value from the fleshy bodies of workers, use configurations of labor and technology in the physical production process, emphasize quality materials for which provenance is a source of distinction, and ultimately trade in completed physical objects (Warren and Gibson 2013 ; Patchett forthcoming). How such material aspects evolve in place, over time, and find expression in contemporary urban craft-based production, is the central concern here. Foregrounding such material and historical aspects is timely, for across advanced economies there is a flourishing fascination with how things are made, and with histories of making (Carr and Gibson 2015) . That fascination has encouraged diverse small craft-based enterprises, as well as revivals in artisanal values and trades, "analogue", home and community production practices often thought to be fading into the past (Luckman 2013; Dudley 2014; Tomlinson and Branston 2014) . Such "new" craft industries blur traditional distinctions between knowledge and material tasks in labor process, between design and fabrication, and between creative inspiration and repetitive reproduction.
In craft production the perceived persistence of vintage labor processes and product designs becomes a means to add value, and for consumers is a means to cultural distinction (Bourdieu 1984; Luckman 2013) . Craft signals the existence of a cultural field within which such designations as "skill", "handmade", and "bespoke" are synonymic with creativity, assets for marketing the "authenticity" of finished material goods (Luckman 2015) . Adding to the sense of "authenticity" are associations with places of manual work -often manufacturing cities that suffered most from previous phases of deindustrialization (Goldman and Miller 2013) . Across a huge range of goods emanating from such craft and "maker" scenes -knitted clothing, furniture, ceramics, surfboards, bicycles, ukuleles, craft beers, leather goods -the seemingly cerebral tasks of design, financing, marketing and digital networking are accompanied by physical production and increased visibility of the iterative, haptic tasks of manual production. Yet as I argue here, underpinning geographies of "new" craft industries are also legacies that arise from an era of Fordist mass production. The rise of contemporary craft production blurs distinctions between creative and manufacturing industries, and compels critical reflection on links between inheritance and innovation, between "new" and "old" modes of production.
Towards an evolutionary economic geography of contemporary craft production
Evolutionary approaches beckon because they illuminate the contingent and path-dependent character of industry development. Present and future economic conditions and arrangements unfurl from previous configurations, a "path-dependent process or system is one whose outcome evolves as a consequence of the process's or system's own history" (Martin and Sunley 2006, 399) . Geographers have contributed significantly to the emerging field, forging links between path-dependency and the importance of space and place -situating networks, industries and knowledge flows geographically, especially at the city-region scale (e.g. Scott 2000; 2006a; Markusen 2010; Greco and Di Fabbio 2014) . Over time, systems of technology, organization or product become locked-in, "reverberat[ing] through history, closing alternative paths and validating a particular path (Martin and Sunley 2006, 401) . Evolutionary approaches have been applied to the complex factors undergirding regional industrial adaptation (Comunian 2011) , and to cultural modes of production and creative network formation that persist in place, through time (Warren and Gibson 2014) . However, as evolutionary perspectives become increasingly debated and the field more "pluralist" (Hassink, Klaerding and Marques 2014) the challenge is to explicate exactly how geography "influences the process of economic evolution itself" (Martin and Sunley 2006, 397) . Among the lingering questions catalogued by Martin and Sunley (2006, 404) are: the degree to which there are different types of path-dependency, under varying circumstances; the intentionality (or otherwise) of path creation and destruction; and whether lock-in effects are necessarily inefficient or negative.
I explore here how geography influences the evolution of contemporary craft production, tracing factors previously underplayed in the evolutionary literature: especially labor process and materiality within manufacturing regions. Through a focus on labor process and materiality, opportunities emerge to situate contemporary craft production within legacies of previous manufacturing activities (cf. Hudson 2005) -with echoes of earlier analysis of embedded labor skills and processes in Italian industrial districts (Scott 1988) . Legacies rise to the surface (and, crucially, are mythologized) within craft and maker scenes situated in regions with haunted manufacturing pasts: most prominently, Brooklyn, New York, but also such places as Pittsburgh and Detroit USA, Manchester UK, Rotterdam Netherlands, Gothenburg Sweden, and Melbourne Australia. In such places, industrial legacies resonate -in the urban built fabric as well as in the tacit knowledge possessed by surviving workers. Within a new phase of "cultural capitalism" -in which symbolic meaning and sign values infuse commodity production (Lash and Urry 1994; Žižek 2010 ) -associations between commodity and place have conferred a degree of industrial or working-class authenticity upon "new" craft maker scenes and acts of craft consumption (Zukin 2010; Goldman and Miller 2013; Thody 2014) . This article accordingly seeks to show how earlier relations, materials, place associations and techniques persist, are mythologized, and evolve into contemporary craft production.
Attempts to theorize new craft industries have tended to draw parallels with creative industries (Luckman 2015) . Some aspects of contemporary craft production do indeed map onto "creative" industries discourse, because of the importance of aesthetic content and design flair, and reliance on an artistic mode of labor (Warren and Gibson 2014) . In particular, researchers are making the link between craft and creative industries via a focus on precarious work (Banks 2010; Luckman 2013; Barnes 2014; Warren 2014) . But craft production also links back to earlier forms of manufacture based on the contiguous production and sale of physical things. Among the ardent consumers of products from "new" craft industries are those typecast as "hipsters," a younger subset of the "creative class" who seek to express dissatisfaction with mainstream consumer culture by fetishizing proletariat values and articulating a "commitment to manual labor" (Goldman and Miller 2013, np) . Craft apprizes "traditional" design templates, stable "type forms" (Molotch 2005, 97 ) bereft of digital features or automated manipulations (Warren and Gibson 2014) . My argument is that a critical evolutionary approach focused on labor process and materiality provides a fruitful historical framework to understand "new" craft industries beyond the narrow frame of creative industries, and to garner the importance of material inheritances within places of manual production in shaping new economic geographies.
Such an approach is attuned to deeper run, geographically-contingent and cumulative-causal processes that shape present possibilities (Rantisi et al 2006; Weller 2007) . How labor process and materiality unfurl in time and space is relevant both within creative fields such as design, and within physical commodity manufacture (e.g. Müller et al 2009; Bryson and Ronayne 2014) , illuminating how key sites of expert knowledge are consolidated (Weller 2007) . Evolutionary concepts such as embeddedness, network retention and tie selection conventionally used to analyze firm linkages (Glückler 2007) can be brought into a historical analysis of the creative field, of technological change (Dosi 1997) , and of the urban landscapes within which distinctive craft labor processes are generated (cf. Scott 2006b). How production processes and required skills among manual workers persist into the age of symbolic and cultural production (rather than simply be annihilated by ceaseless capital mobility) requires further theorization, as does the role played by the physical affordances of input materials, and how popular cultural depictions of manufacturing places (and manual work) infuse contemporary regional craft production.
Materiality -that is, a concern with matter, physical materials, bodies and technologies, and their agentic qualities and interactions -has become a central concern in the humanities in the past decade, linked to an ontological turn in philosophy (Bennett 2010) . Via this route discussions of materiality have become especially prominent in cultural geography, as a means to theorize entanglements of animate and inanimate bodies and matter in space (Whatmore 2006; ToilaKelly 2013) . In economic and urban geography too, materiality has been applied to creative industries research (Gibson 2005; Hutton 2006; Rantisi and Leslie 2010) , object manufacture and distribution (Birtchnell and Urry 2013) , transport and mobilities (Latham and McCormack, 2004) , resource geographies (Bakker and Bridge 2006) , and embodied experiences of work (McDowell 2015) . Such thinking emphasizes that economic transformations emerge not in an abstract space of unseen market forces, but through material relations, actors and socio-technical networks (Hudson 2004; Lee 2006; Mitchell 2008) . Critically -the physical and biochemical composition of input materials influences what can be done with them, especially in tactile manual work (Ingold 2010; Carr and Gibson 2015) , thus shaping labor process, the accrual of haptic skills, the spatial organization of workshops and the regional and global spatial distribution of expertise. Such aspects of materiality linger in city landscapes, in the bodies of manual workers, and become resources that direct new geographies of craft production in an era of cultural capitalism where "authenticity" is a key source of value. Nevertheless, evolutionary economic geography has lagged in its intersection with material ontologies. Here, I accordingly trace materiality in craft-based creative industries via labor process, object design and input materials, in a city-region once home to labor intensive mass manufacturing that has been re-cast as a center for "authentic" craft production.
The article thus sits at the intersection of key literatures on evolutionary economic geography, labor process and materialities -to which I now briefly turn. Two central contributions to these literatures are sought: first, against the degree of abstraction in much evolutionary economic geography, I emphasize the importance of material lock-ins between product design and labor process, and what this means for the continuation of manual hand-based work. Second, I suggest that more-than-human materials, and their capacities and affordances, are a part of such historical inheritances and thus require closer theorization. This is set against a particular understanding of evolutionary thinking that has become dominant -an abstract, very often quantitative and formal reading of evolutionary processes that comes quite close to spatial science. Nevertheless, in recent years, geographers have pushed for more pluralist and critical evolutionary approaches that are sensitive to grounded context, social institutionalism and questions of political economy (Barnes and Sheppard 2010; MacKinnon et al 2009; Hassink et al 2014) . Although evolutionary economic geography remains dominated by normative abstraction, through its emphasis on path dependency it nevertheless suggests potential to document material, technological and socioeconomic inheritances (Hodgson 1994; Dosi 1997) . The account below thus pursues further engagement with labor process and materiality, opening up avenues for critically engaged pluralism within an evolutionary economic geography approach.
Connecting evolutionary approaches to labor process
Acts of making are quintessential to craft and maker scenes. This necessarily draws analytical attention to labor process -the "immediate site and material medium of the relation between capital and labour" (Gough 2003, 4) , which encompasses "the material processes of production, the allocation of workers to production tasks, the control of workers by management within these tasks, and -crucially -the interrelations between these" (Gough 2003, 3) . Matters of the changing process and composition of work have featured strongly in labor geography (Coe 2013; Warren 2014) , and in creative industries research (Gibson 2003; Banks, 2010) , and are mainstays of research on the shifting fortunes of manufacturing in industrial cities and regions (Gough 2003; Rutherford and Holmes 2014) . The growing literature on embodied experiences of work is a related point of connection (Watson 2013 ; Pratchett forthcoming). However, thus far in evolutionary economic geography labor process has been less extensively theorized than firms, Craft-based forms of manufacture have evolved through long-run transitions in labor process -in the case below, from craft to factory, and back again. Each of these shifts reflects intersecting forces of investment, capital mobility and strategy, technology and labor struggles (Gough 2003) . Typically, such shifts have profound implications for the uneven spatial division and distribution of labor (Massey 1984) and for how individual workplaces are organized in ways to govern workers' bodies and extract value from labor (Barnard and Shapiro 2014; Guéry and Deleule 2014) . As work tasks are variously fragmented, centralized or dispersed, deskilled or automated, social and spatial differentiations in employment and unemployment transpire, intersecting with classed, gendered and racialized divisions of labor and impacting upon patterns of urban and regional inequality (Wilson 1991) . Echoing Doreen Massey's (1984) There are resonances here with the literature on path dependency, which ought to be further acknowledged. There are also new layers of complexity unleashed via the intersection with subsequent logics of cultural capitalism. In the case of "new" craft industries, previous phases of investment and withdrawal from manufacturing cities shaped geographies of growth and collapse, but also produced "landscapes of rust belt ruins" that within cultural capitalism are ideal sites "where authenticity can be found" (Goldman and Miller 2013, np) . In this circulating economy of signs and "authenticity" the workers once employed in factories mass-producing goods have later gained renewed agency as rare, skilled artisans within a craft-based mode of creative production. The retention of haptic skills is vital, as a practical prerequisite in production process. In contemporary craft production haptic skills have also become a key part of the mythology of "making", conveying a degree of "authenticity" after the collapse of mass manufacturing. Place-specific inheritances of labor process from the manufacturing era thus have a suite of material dimensions involving machinery, workspaces, touch, feel and daily interaction with input materials that are a renewed source of value within a craft mode of production -but also prove a fertile resource for the fetishizing and marketing of manual labor within cultural capitalism.
Foregrounding materials and the making of commodities
A second conceptual intersection is in relation to input materials. Materiality plays a role in the evolution of craft and maker scenes through product design and assembly methods iteratively related to work tasks, and through the very materials used in commodity manufacture. Crucially, the labor process is "strongly bound up with the type of products it produces" (Gough 2003, 6 ).
Continuity or change in type of product -its design, complexity, and method of construction -is another vector of influence over industrial organization, corporate tactics and spatial structure (Molotch 2005) . Shifts in product design, materials and technique are frequently used as tactics to alter the industrial landscape of relations between capital and labor (Frances 1993 ). There has been increased attention in recent years to the way "things" (bodies, commodities, technologies, nature, buildings) are more than pre-given entities that constrain or enable action, but are themselves products of symbolic and material practices (Cook et al 2011) . Literatures on material culture, commodity networks, and actor network theory have contributed to a more complex understanding of the physical qualities of products, combining the bio-chemical capacities of component materials, the product's political-economic biography, and subsequent material consumption practices (Cook 2004; Ingold 2010) . Craft production -with its emphasis on archaic labor process, haptic skill, bespoke customization and consumer distinction -presents an exemplary case.
Nevertheless, in much evolutionary economic geography thus far, such materiality has at best been implied, and is worthy of further excavation. Some measure of physicality is implied in the concept of technological path dependency (Dosi 1997) , and within theories of sunk costs (Melachroinos and Spence 2001) and lock-ins (David 1985) . Paul David's much-quoted analysis of the QWERTY keyboard is perhaps the most prominent example (whereby the physical arrangement of a commodity locks-in a particular format as "normal," thereby constraining future innovation potential). Otherwise materiality is seldom brought to the surface as a core concern.
In the case below, key features of product design were locked in during the first phase of mass manufacturing, and old patterns and assembly methods were retained around a stable type form.
The most basic lock-in was the persistent use of leather as the key input material -the manipulation of which still needs human hands with considerable haptic skills, and the creative possibilities of which invited cultural capitalist firms to turn a previously standardized product into a canvass for bespoke design creativity in the craft era. Via more-than-human ontologies it becomes possible to view input materials, tools and product designs as interactive or constitutive agents in struggles over labor process; as agents catalyzing affordances and constraining opportunities for firms to innovate, and granting workers some capacity to negotiate the terms and techniques of production (cf. Mitchell 2011; Warren 2014 ). Through such a focus, this paper also seeks to contribute to a growing analysis of the convergence between creative, craft and maker scenes, materiality, skill and work (Jakob 2013; Thomas et al 2013; Warren and Gibson 2013) , echoing Andy Pratt's earlier (2004) call for creative industries research to take seriously their material cultural inputs. If how craft industries evolve is centrally related to labor process, it is also a function of how materials, physical products, production and circulation technologies interact with, constrain and underpin both "mind" and "bodily" work tasks.
A note on empirical methods
Empirical analysis below draws on qualitative ethnographic research in bootmaking workshops in El Paso from 2010 to 2012, as well as archival work on the bootmaking industry. Consistent with similar studies of craft and creative work (e.g. Watson 2013; Warren 2015) , in-depth interviews were conducted with owners of workshops and waged bootmakers within the spaces of production (a total of twenty bootmaking workshops). Invariably, interviews led to "workshop tours" (cf. Warren 2014) -with answers to interview questions interspersed with explanations of production method and technologies while taking time to walk through facilities, inspect materials and learn about key machinery. This workshop setting was pivotal for developing an understanding of production techniques, materiality of tools, leathers, worker skills and the physical spaces of work. Archival work at El Paso City Library, and at both the Smithsonian and Library of Congress in Washington DC, involved sourcing original primary materials relating to the bootmaking industry across 130 years from the 1880s to present (advertisements, industry newsletters, brochures and specialist publications, annual reports, newspaper articles and oral history interview transcripts). Local business directories illustrated the evolution of the bootmaking industry over a century's time-span and provided tabular and map data.
Bootmaking: origins and antecedents
Behind the emergence of El Paso's contemporary bootmaking industry is both a politicaleconomic history of labor-intensive mass manufacturing and the allure and continuing marketability of cowboy imagery in a global cultural economy (Hobsbawm 2013) . Bootmaking emerged as an iconic local manufacturing industry for El Paso well after the mythic age of the cowboy and giant northwards cattle drives (1860-1880). Although the accouterments of cowboy style mostly stemmed from this earlier period, with Spanish-Mexican antecedents (George- Warren and Freedman, 2006) , the iconic cowboy boot emerged rather later, as a hybrid blend of Civil War-era military boots with vernacular boot-making adaptations, notably in Kansas and Texas (Beard and Arndt 1992) . Early design features that settled into a standard template included a sharp point, high-heel and reinforced steel arch (for finding and locking into stirrups) and high vertical tops, with stitching patterns to reinforce the tops and prevent slouching. In the 1860s and 1870s they were largely unadorned work boots. Later, these basic design features would be hyperbolized (in the mass-manufactured, popular culture cowboy era), and then form the basis for artistic expression with bespoke stitching, tooling and overlay designs (in the new craft era).
Early cowboy boots were typically made of thick bull-hide, appropriate for daily agricultural work but impossible to use for delicate stitching or inlay work. Unlike urban boot and shoemaking industries -which had by then already become mechanized, and the source of increased labor tensions (Frances 1993 ) -in rural America artisanal trade predominated.
Scattered towns in Texas, Kansas and Oklahoma featured one or two cobblers or repairing workshops where plain custom-measured boots could be ordered. Location was guided by immediate concerns of access for agricultural workers -hence workshops were dispersed along cattle trails and in emerging (colonial) pastoral regions. The mode of production remained artisanal. Cobblers made entire boots piece-by-piece, cutting leathers and stretching parts over lasts carved to the shape of customers' feet, pegging soles and stitching together finished items.
El Paso had in the second half of the 19 th century a smattering of artisanal bootmakers -but no concentration or cluster of significance.
Genesis of factory production: object design, labor process and formal subsumption
In the first three decades of the twentieth-century production volumes increased from within a selection of these early workshops, though intrinsic production methods remained unchanged.
The initial process was typically of an existing small bootmaker, struggling to keep up with growing demand beyond a local catchment, renting larger facilities and, rather than mechanizing or deskilling work tasks, choosing to replicate the custom bootmaking process on a slightly grander scale. In Marxian economic terms, this was more like formal subsumption than a transition driven by capital intensification and task splitting (Barnard and Shapiro 2014) . Key to this was the practice -already deeply embedded in cowboy culture -of ordering boots made-tomeasure. Enabling increased volume were new methods for taking custom orders. What once occurred within the confines of a local artisanal bootmaking workshop (a ranch worker being measured up by a bootmaker when passing through town) took place via mail order catalogues that contained information on styles, customization options and measuring instructions. A small number of workshops across scattered locations in Texas, Kansas and Oklahoma grew beyond local catchments.
Unlike shoes, which were already "off the shelf" items made in intensive Fordist facilities, the materiality of cowboy boot design and assembly method constrained opportunities to standardize production and deskill work tasks. This was an early form of technological lock-in embedded in the very commodity form. Cowboy boots did not have laces and featured instead high, stiff, wide and increasingly ornately stitched tops. Unlike most other forms of everyday footwear, unless made to measure, cowboy boots became quickly agonizing to wear (if fractionally too small), or simply fell off the foot (if too loose). Some workshops experimented with production using standard sizing (and much later standard sizes would become the norm for cheap mass production, when expectations of perfect fit lapsed), but by and large the nascent factory trade depended on supplying working cowboys with made-to-measure boots.
In 
Mass media, mass manufacturing, increased scale of labor-intensive production
Cowboy clothing as we now know it -snap shirts, hats, chaps, blue jeans, decorative bootsfurther locked into a formula in the 1930s and 1940s when the market for "western" products expanded enormously. That expansion was fuelled by the rise of rodeo, dude ranches, Wild West shows, and visual media, especially film. With the rise of film and radio (enabling the diffusing of cowboy westerns, radio serials and hillbilly music) nationwide demand grew for embroidered shirts and ornate boots, made from "exotic" skins that could be skived, inlaid and subject to more ornate stitching -kangaroo, lizard, snake, alligator -and decorated with sterling silver metalwork, inlaid colors and stitching depicting cacti, bison, eagles and other western motifs (Bull 2000) . That spike in demand turned out to be more than a passing fad, and over a period of three decades, from the 1930s to the 1960s, the western wear and bootmaking industries expanded massively in volume, while concentrating geographically in a smaller number of key urban centers in the American West, proximate to core markets: for shirts and jeans, Denver
Colorado and San Francisco, California; and for boots, Fort-Worth, Nocona and El-Paso in
Texas. These locations all featured newly expanded factories making western wear and boots intended for consumption within and beyond local agricultural workers.
Bootmakers across Texas benefited from the sustained national obsession with cowboy culture.
The number of bootmaking factories initially grew rapidly across Texas, including in El Pasobut then contracted, as a smaller number of larger firms emerged and consolidated market share Intensification and concentration of capital in bootmaking ensued. El Paso's boot factories revisited their pre-war catalogues, and retained their pre-war workforce and designs. Tony Lama "just went through the old catalogues to find the designs. Our second and third generation bootmakers already knew how to make them" (Sam Stein, General Sales Manager, Tony Lama, quoted in Hogue 1977, 1c) . They also took out loans, built new premises and massively increased volumes. Tony Lama shifted from being a scaled-up artisanal factory gradually expanding its workforce, to a post-war, financialized mass manufacturer, leveraging debt to expand facilities and volumes significantly.
As production increased and volumes began to resemble most other post-war consumer commodities, some mechanization, standardization and task splitting was introduced. In the larger factories machines were introduced that folded leather prior to sewing, that turned boots right-side out after the front and back portions were sewn together, and that speeded up the drying of toe boxes molded into shape with wet leather (a structural and difficult-to-produce feature needed to give cowboy boots their distinctive pointed toes). Nevertheless, the cowboy boot's peculiar materiality still shaped factory expansion (and the labor process within it):
bootmaking still could not be completely mechanized and the peculiarities of their design meant continued reliance on hand-lasting, toe box molding and pegging -even as the industry grew exponentially. What resulted was a labor-intensive factory system with some mechanization and task splitting (for instance, separate departments for uppers and soles, for lasting, stitching etc), but nevertheless squadrons of highly skilled craft workers making boots by hand using assembly methods that had changed little since Civil War times. The chain-migration route from Mexico and accompanying patrilineal skills transfer system provided the necessary trained, and cheap, labor.
Firms responded in two ways to the material lock-in of design and dependence on haptic skills: first, through having to retain custom measuring and hand-making, bootmaking companies promulgated the idea that made-to-measure cowboy boots were better for the feet and actually more comfortable than store-bought shoes. According to the 1953 Hyer Boots catalog:
The trend all over America to 'Go Western' has created this tremendous demand for cowboy boots… the surprising discovery [is] that people enjoy more comfort and get proper foot support from wearing cowboy boots. New markets have continued to spring up the country over. Western boots have gained widespread acceptance among business and professional men for every-day wear. This is particularly true in the live-stock market centers of Kansas City, St. Joseph, Omaha, Sioux City and Oklahoma City. They have found that no shoe can provide the wearing comfort that a Western Boot does.
Firms thus "invented" need for hand-made boots and created new markets outside of agriculture and dude ranches, among executives, car dealers and law enforcement officers in the South and West who had strong regional loyalties and aspirations to cowboy masculinity (Gibson 2013) . By the 1960s, western wear (including boots) had become a settled vernacular form of regular American apparel. Alligator and ostrich skins became de rigueur symbols of social status. In turn, El Paso, Nocona and Fort Worth, where financed factory expansion had been strongest, became centers of boot manufacturing meeting this elevated demand.
Bootmakers also responded to the material lock-in of product design and labor process by attempting to standardize production lines -and by opening up another new burgeoning market for whom different production standards and techniques could apply: children. Television, film, music, toys, fashion and apparel industries conspired in the intense marketing of childhood cowboy heroes such as Roy Rogers for a new baby boomer youth market. Children's boots were marketed as "dress up" items to play "cowboys and Indians," where fit and comfort mattered less. In the words of J.T. Dickenson, then General Production Manager at Justin Boot Co., "We call our kids' boots 'grandma and grandpa bait.' They see them in the stores, particularly at Christmas time, and they buy 'em for their grandkids" (quoted in Farman 1996, 213) . Capital investment expanded the industry in a smaller number of locations, especially El Paso, to meet such demand, and pre-war companies introduced standardized sizing, mechanization and assembly line methods to supply metropolitan department stores (who carried lines of children's boots).
New, expanded facilities were built and volumes grew accordingly. Work tasks around standard sizing and lines could to some degree be fragmented and made more repetitive. Standard lines meant less judgment on the part of workers regarding how to stretch, layer and combine unique leather pieces for bespoke jobs. Rather than adapting to a different design brief and measurements with each pair, workers replicated a smaller number of designs on a mass scale.
Tasks were broadly separated and staff reorganized into lasting departments and ornate stitching teams ( Figure 2 ). Wooden lasts were no longer in each case carved for individual customers, but were held as a stock of standard foot shapes (with fiberglass resin lasts eventually superseding wood-carved lasts in the 1970s).
Nevertheless the material lock-in effect of boot design compelled some degree of labor intensity.
Notably, elements of artisanal labor process remained the norm for made-to-order boots -which were still popular among ranchers, car dealers and boardroom management folk. Custom boots were still made from a set number of interlocking pieces, with hand-made toe boxes, were last- But also, crucially, the region contained the largest pool of bootmaking skills, and had deeply embedded social networks and regional cultural traditions to feed it. The growing factory scene in El Paso accordingly deepened the city's skilled migrant labor pool. Family and community networks further south into Mexico triggered further chain-migration into El Paso, and commuters increasingly crossed the border daily from Juarez to work in bootmaking factories (Martínez 1978) . Class and ethnicity intersected in their depiction as "ideal" workers: skilled, but cheap, and connected to strong historical values of family and artisanal craftsmanship (cf.
McDowell 2008).
Essential skills with leather were embodied in these workers and could not be easily mechanized.
Tony Lama admitted after a Customs probe that it had subcontracted some of its ornate stitching to firms across the border in Juarez, Mexico in order to lower labor costs (Pruitt 1976 ). But there was a limit to deskilling. Again the material lock-in of the boot design, and the qualities of the material itself -fine leather -made labor intensity and skill essential. Skilled bookmakers knew how to best position and how far to stretch a skin over a last, how to skive which kinds of leathers into wafer thin sections for inlay work, which parts to use on hardwearing heels and vamps, which skins to line the uppers against which human skins rub, which kinds of snake or lizard skin to use as inlay for decorative purposes. Such tactile knowledge had accrued slowly, and haptically, as "muscle memory" in the hands (and via smell, The city's major newspaper, the El Paso Times, proudly declared the city "the cowboy boot capital of the world" (Burchell 1977, B1) .
Crisis and creative renewal
A combination of external events in the mid-1980s and key decisions within the industry nevertheless conspired to bring huge change. By August of 1982 the "urban cowboy" trend had 
Emergence of a craft cluster: retention of artisanal labor, and remnant machines and materials
In this contemporary craft-based and customized form of manufacturing, it is important that the boots are seen as made the old-fashioned way. Such boots are marketed as living remnants of a small town, pre-modern, pre-Fordist manufacturing technique, things made well by human hands (cf. Hockey and Allen-Collinson 2009; Warren and Gibson 2014) . Workshops purposely hold onto archaic production techniques such as hand-pegging soles and personalizing lasts (foot molds) that are kept on file for future reference.
In a manner that inverts theories of innovation, they have also held onto, revived and inherited old machinery from both the artisanal and mass manufacturing eras -not just because of its intrinsic authenticity, but because skilled workers know how to use and maintain it, and it is simply better quality equipment. Such machinery became surplus to requirements with the contraction of mass manufacture, and was readily available at low cost (or in some cases was "handed down" gratis) to those bootmakers who persisted and remained in El Paso as small operators. Lucchese still use a Singer Manufacturing Zig-Zag machine for inside stitching that is over 110 years old. Tres Outlaws purposely purchased antique bootmaking machinery from the deceased estate of a nearby bootmaker to "improve" on newer commercially available equipment. Among the skills cherished by workshop owners are the abilities of bootmakers to also service and fix the old machines, most of which are pre-WWII vintage.
Unlike in the factory era, where firms had struggled with stable type form and the need for haptic skill, and sought to improve efficiencies of production line, with standardized lines and sizes, in the new craft era workshops are run by people who view themselves as "creative" people with artisanal values, seeking to carve a living from a personal "passion" rather than chase maximum profits at all costs (cf. Molloy and Larner 2013; Dudley 2014) . Solo artisans especially tolerate low wages, justifying income instability as allowing a creative "life in boots" (cf. Warren 2014).
The product's material shape and dimensions have provided a template for new and "retro" In such new enterprises workers' rates of pay remained respectable for manual work, relatively higher than during the mass-manufacturing era, and much higher than for workers making factory-made boots in China and Mexico. Rates of unionization nevertheless remain low; with tacit (and often fluid) agreements in micro-enterprises replacing formal workplace negotiations.
Supplanting the traditional role of collective organization of labor has been the institution of the Latino extended family -with enterprises either wholly owned by them or staffed by bootmakers from related families who negotiate working conditions, pay and hours according to an informal "code of conduct," using socially-inscribed notions of "how things should be done." Important to many bootmakers, now in their 60s or even 70s, and considered "master craftsmen," has been to leverage upon their unique skills to negotiate more reasonable working hours -limiting the length of days and numbers of days worked per week to suit shifting priorities of time spent with families and friends. The better-known master bootmakers have negotiated higher rates of pay and fewer hours of work to the equivalent of only 4-5 days per fortnight. Some workshop owners interviewed for this research complained about the resulting rarity of labor and the degree of familial "closed shop," which further limited volume. Yet an awkward compromise of sorts had emerged -accommodated by the fact that customers ordering bespoke boots are willing to wait many months for the finished product, and that rarity value and the cult of the known manual artisan pertains to this artful commodity. Delays became inevitable, but rather than being fatal, served to buttress rarity value and the perception of a product made with "authentic" methods and manual labor.
Alongside the materiality of embodied skills, the importance of proximity to raw materials traders also shaped the geography of craft production. Leather traders were originally attracted to El Paso because of its concentration of bootmakers and confluence of transport routes across the border -they moved to and consolidated in El Paso in the 1960s and 1970s, at the height of the factory system, in tandem with the industry contracting elsewhere across Texas. In the era of cultural capitalism the presence of established quality leather traders then became a "retention mechanism" (Glückler 2007, 624) enabling craft bootmakers privileged access to the finest raw materials. Speed of access to the key input material was less important (given that bespoke boot customers are used to waiting many months for their orders), than was the on-going ability to feel, smell and manipulate the leather with the hands before purchase. With small production runs, leathers are procured in comparatively tiny quantities, with price less a concern than quality. For custom bootmakers whose reputation is based on craft, quality and individuality, By 2001 El Paso newspapers had refined the message -no longer a mass manufacturing city, it was a center of craft-based cultural production, the "hand-made boot capital of the world" (Kolenc 2001, 2E) . This contemporary craft cluster still depends on the kinds of materialities that saw the emergence of mass manufacturing in an earlier phase of capitalism: access to skilled labor with requisite, slowly-accrued haptic skills; retention of archaic production methods (though redeployed as a means to artful creative expression); and proximity to the key material input -leather. El Paso was where the leather was and still is traded, enabling bootmakers to feel the skins first, before buying, and it is where skilled craftspeople from a previous era of mass manufacturing still live and work. Whereas firms moved to El Paso in the 1960s and 1970s for cheap, skilled manufacturing labor, in the era of cultural capitalism they locate in El Paso to be proximate to leather supplies, to access (now rare) remnants of that skilled migrant labor, and to tap into mythologies of a frontier place of artisanal making that "authenticate" the product.
Conclusions
Against the apparent abstract immateriality of much evolutionary economic geography, the physical world still matters. If, as Bottazi et al (2007, 652) suggest, "the spatial distribution of economic activities is likely to depend on the intrinsic features of space itself-features that look very much like endowments or at least 'slow' variables…which change on a time scale much longer than the scale over which micro decisions occur," then many such features are at their core, material. Evolution of methods of physical production is place-and path-dependent (cf. Dosi 1997) , and shaped by on-going tensions between, on the one hand, skilled manual work, and on the other, corporate tactics to mechanize and split tasks (cf. Frances 1993) . Meanwhile labor process is, in successive iterations, shaped by inheritance of embodied and material conditions -by the spaces of work, by place associations, by necessary machinery and skills (cf. Massey 1984; Gough 2003) . At the core is the lock-in of product design and necessary component materials. Here lock-in signals not so much a market "inefficiency" (cf. Martin and Sunley 2006) but a continuity with the past that in an era of cultural capitalism confers "authenticity," and that acts as a source of leverage for manual workers -with their accompanying haptic skills embedded in the hands.
For economic geography more broadly, the kind of evolutionary approach sought here -with a dual focus on labor process and materiality -opens up scope to connect contemporary cultural capitalism (Žižek 2010:356) to the phases that preceded it: to for instance rethink creative work in light of legacies in manufacturing and heavy industry (Jayne 2004; Warren and Gibson 2011; Hatch 2013) . Adding to timeliness is the renewed interest in craft modes of production (Jakob 2013; Luckman 2015) and debates about resilience of maligned manufacturing cities amidst the contradictions of global capitalism (cf. Bristow 2010; Clark 2014) . In an era where more and more work tasks are automated, of critical import is the manner in which manual tasks become a site of value (within cultural capitalism), and of new forms of struggle, based on the retention of valued haptic skills (Warren 2014) . Arguably nowhere is haptic skill more visible currently than in the rise of craft-based production. In such circles there is intense renewed interest in what are perceived to be archaic or pre-globalization labor processes (Luckman 2013) . Amidst the everencroaching digital mediation of everyday life, consumers who have "grown weary of the fabricated authenticity claims that saturate the landscape of commodity consumption" (Goldman and Miller 2013, np) instead value artisanal skill, and personal relationships with makers, preferring "old", "analogue" ways of making things. Putatively archaic labor processesblacksmithing, leather-tooling, beer brewing, hand-drawn fashion advertising -are being revived or rediscovered. In the rush to proclaim such revivals as new creative investment pathways or as panaceas for industrial decline, it is worth pausing to document the particular place-and pathdependent histories from which they emerge.
The case of El Paso supports the overall argument that forms of craft production must be understood as having evolved in place because of a complex mix of legacies, material inheritances, underlying geographical conditions, waves of investment and negotiations between firms and workers over labor process. In El Paso, bootmaking has transitioned from mass manufacture to craft-based cultural capitalism, and has been repositioned as creative rather than routine. Bootmakers need the credibility that comes with this city's mythologies of frontier cowboy history and bespoke manual production; they need workers with haptic skills to fashion complex pieces by hand; and they need to feel exotic leather supplies with their own hands before ordering expensive supplies. constructive feedback on earlier drafts; and Chantel Carr, Nick Skilton and Andrew Warren for on-going dialog and collaborations around themes of manufacturing, craft, and labor.
